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Carriers bæredygtige naturlige kølemiddelteknologi understøtter COVID-19-vaccinopbevaring i Spanien








Carrier Commercial Refrigeration udstyrede for nylig et COVID-19-vaccineopbevaringslager i Spanien med sit PowerCO2OL™-kølesystem, der anvender det naturlige kølemiddel kuldioxid (CO2). 

Læs mere
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Carrier Commercial Refrigeration Signs Strategic Distributor Agreement with Algidus AB in Sweden








Carrier Commercial Refrigeration is strengthening its position in Europe with a strategic distributor agreement in Sweden with Algidus AB company. 

Read more
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Carrier’s PowerCO2OL System for High Capacity Refrigeration Wins Gold Innovation of the Year Award








Carrier Commercial Refrigeration’s PowerCO2OL™ system for high capacity refrigeration has won the gold Innovation of the Year award at the ATMO Natural Refrigerants Virtual Trade Show (VTS). 

Read more
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Carrier Equipment Providing Temperature Control for Safe Storage of Pharmaceuticals and Vaccines








Carrier Commercial Refrigeration won orders in different countries in Europe to supply warehouse refrigeration systems for critical COVID-19 vaccine cold storage. 

Read more
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Carrier Commercial Refrigeration Extends Turnkey Equipment and Service Agreement with REMA Supermarkets in Scandinavia for Two More Years








Leading Norwegian discount supermarket chain REMA, part of family-owned Reitan retail group, has signed a two-year contract extension with Carrier Commercial Refrigeration to continue supplying turnkey commercial refrigeration equipment, installation and service. 

Read more
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Carrier Launches Healthy, Safe, Sustainable Cold Chain Program










Read more
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Carriers bæredygtige naturlige kølemiddelteknologi understøtter COVID-19-vaccinopbevaring i Spanien
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November 2021


Announcing Price Adjustments





Read more
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WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE ECODESIGN REGULATION?





FOLLOW THE GUIDE
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CO2 Refrigeration, Heating and Cooling Systems



Carrier Commercial Refrigeration is a leading supplier of high-efficiency CO2 refrigeration, heating, and cooling systems and services. With over 20,000 CO2 systems in operation, we have pioneered the use of CO2 refrigeration and continue to lead the market's technological advancements. We offer a vast range of systems to support our clients and customers, from stand-alone refrigeration systems to complex heating and cooling solutions including heat pumps and chillers. Click the links below to learn more.
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Carrier Commercial Refrigeration


Energy Optimization Program



With sharp increases in energy costs globally, Carrier has launched its


Energy Optimization Program aiming to deliver sustainable savings.

Carrier has proven, ready-to-install products to help customers reduce their energy usage by as much as 40%*, while also reducing their carbon footprint.




Learn more
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Boost your promotional sales with the highly transparent & energy efficient EasyCube switchable island



Carrier officially launches its new Easycube switchable cabinet, a highly energy efficient plug-in island cabinet with the versatility to switch easily between chilled or frozen refrigeration. This EasyCube’s ultra-slim superstructure elements, ergonomic and transparent design, easy-open sliding lids and small condensing unit delivers the power to chill and freeze perishable commodities.




Download the brochure
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Carrier Commercial Refrigeration


Customer Days



From industry trends and new technologies to life-cycle solutions, efficiency and sustainability, Carrier can unleash your store potential!

We are inviting you to a dedicated customer day engagement, tailored to your needs, at our Intelligence Center located in Mainz, Germany.




Learn more
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Natural Leader in Sustainability and


Energy-Efficiency


Carrier is focused on keeping you compliant.



From innovative solutions to green factories and services developed to increase efficiency, Carrier is a leader in sustainability.

Since its introduction in March 2021, the European EcoDesign directive has urged companies to improve the energy efficiency of their products so as to reduce their environmental impact. Carrier's sustainability efforts are applied from the product design, manufacture, to the end of their life in the field to further reduce their environmental footprint. Carrier offers its full product range with natural refrigerants, such as CO2 which has a Global Warming Potential of 1.




Learn more about EcoDesign
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